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No Body
This multimedia film studies the effects of an artist in environmental
confinement. Being in quarantine was extremely difficult for many, wanting to
astral project was the only way to be sane. Represented by dance, music, and
visual art projections, No Body explores the concept of astral travel as a
collaborative project between choreographers, dancers, composers, and
visual artists.
Composers/Visual Artists: Gabriele Corti, Andrea Civati, Francesco Paradisi
Choreographers/Videographers:Hannah Albin (Section 1 and 3), Freya Starks
(Section 2)
Dancers: Stefanie Goodenberger, Veronica Allen, Brenna Chumacero

PLS
An abstract piece of art for the eyes and ears of the beholder. This film is inspired
by Kandiskij’s painting Composition VIII in an attempt to turn the artist’s work into
a multimedia experience for the audience. The electronic composition and
choreography reflect the textures, colors and visual organization of the canvas
and bring the painting to life.

Music & Video Editing: Marco Cascone, Antongiulio Giardino
Choreography/Performance: Anna Medina
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Sand Sphere
The idea for this project developed from a fragment video made by artist and
friend, COOSMO. The work was created by Gianpaolo, Francesco, Tamer, and
Bridget through music and dance as an interpretation of the COOSMO's images.
We want to transmit through these elements the sense of solitude and remorse
of a man, aware everything near him had been destroyed. We dig deeper in
search of something that we will never find--satisfaction of the small things. When
we will notice all of that, it will be too late.
Composers/Visual Artists: Francesco Ferracuti, Gianpaolo Maiello
Choreography: Tamer Abdo, Bridget Nagel
Dancers: Bridget Nagel, Glenn Rodriguez

Unstable Planes
The composition is structured in 4 parts, each tries to represent a synaesthetic
world with agreements of colors, climax, reiteration of geometric shapes, the
juxtaposition of two-dimensional, and three-dimensional geometries. In the
musical part, the interest is focused on the rendering of metallic tones that bring
to mind a color between metal green and copper red. The post-production of the
video was done by Simone Mignacca and Kelly McGill.
Composers/Visual Artists: Simone Mignacca, Giulio Romano De Mattia
Choreography/Performance: Kelly McGill, Stella Yiun Ng
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Dall'oceano
Dall’oceano, meaning from the ocean, is a dance film that explores the body as a
marine creature. The work was filmed in Huntington Beach, California and takes
advantage of textures, lighting, and other natural elements. The abstractness and
limited revelation of form was inspired by the composer's unique blend of classical
and experimental digital music. In the end, the dancers eventually return exactly
where they first emerged; from the ocean.
Composer: Andrea Roccasalvo
Choreographer: Ashley Jones
Dancers: Brooke Baudendistel, Annabelle Brewer, Ella Hannaway, Alexa Norton,
Catrin Rees, Abby Simmons, Lauren Ventresco
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Meet the Artists
Artistic Directors, Lisa Naugle & Riccardo Santoboni
Technical Director, John Crawford

Cast:
Tamer Abdo
Tamer Abdo started his dance training in the city of Ramallah, Palestine with El-Funoun
Dance Troupe. Abdo was awarded a ballet scholarship to train at “The Academy of
Ballet” in San Francisco. He earned his A.A. in dance from Santa Monica College
working under the instruction of Karen McDonalds, Seda Aybay, Mark Tomasic and
Jae Lee. After graduation he earned his BFA in Dance from the State
University of New York at the Village of Brockport where he performed
at the “Fringe Festival” in Rochester with choreographer James Hansen. Today,
Abdo is perusing his MFA in choreography at the
University of California in Irvine.

Hannah Albin
Hannah Albin (Choreography, B.F.A.) is an undergraduate student at the University
of California, Irvine, a Trainee with the José Limón Dance Company, a Fellow of The
Next Festival of Emerging Artists, and a Medici Circle Scholar for her research in
western gender roles and female empowerment through the founding of the
Hannah Albin Dance Company.

Marco Cascone
Graduated in Piano and Composition with honors at the conservatory Santa
Cecilia in Rome. He has worked with national and international Directors, scoring
for different kind of projects cooperating with important productions like
Mediaset Production, Vogue, RAI TV. In 2015 he composed the music to
represent Sicily at EXPO 2015. In 2015 and 2016 he won the Tracy's Award as
best composer and in 2017 he scored for “’78 - the Gateway” which is nominated
as best documentary at the Italian Prize “David di Donatello”

Andrea Civati
Composer and sound engineer, he started as a drummer then as a DJ in the late
2000's. Fascinated by electronic music and multimedia, in 2017 he began to
pursue an academic formation in composition parallel to a technical knowledge
of the medium through the University of Tor Vergata and the Conservatory of
Santa Cecilia. Currently working for Diacronie Lab as a producer and sound
designer.Creator of the original concept and the midsection of No Body.

Gabriele Corti
My name is Gabriele Corti and I am a 27 years old student from Rome.
My interest in the audiovisual scene began a couple of years ago when I decided
to get a deeper grasp of this fascinating discipline applying myself in several kinds
of projects, letting abstract aesthetics leading my attention. Through the
Conservatory of Rome I got to know Maestro Riccardo Santoboni and I started
attending his class in Multimedia Composition.My contribution to the ‘No Body’
Project regards the last 3 minutes and half in which I led the audience into the
final moments of our performance guiding the senses into a gradually “lighter”
pace, introducing less and less elements, expanding the gestures in order to
provide an emptier feel in comparison to the climax section that precedes this
final one.

Francesco Ferracuti
Francesco Ferracuti studys electronic music at the Conservatory of Santa
Cecilia from 2 years. His first approach with music is when he was 10 that, for
his birthday, he received his first electric guitar. He had studied it for 11 year,
for all the duration of secondary school. In this period he had his first
approach with electronic music, but the change was when he heard the Arte e
Scienza festival. He was immediately in love with it because it was music mixed
up with scienze. For this reason after exit from secondary school he decided to
subscribe at the conservatory in this faculty.

Antongiulio Giardino
Antongiulio Giardino is a Italian Composer and Guitar Player. He is working as
a session player for many bands and artists, guitar teacher and is an
undergraduate student of the Conservatorio Santa Cecilia of Rome in Music
for Media.He wrote music for some short movies for the “General
Pharmaceutical Council” and for the silent movie “Umanità” as a project for the
Conservatorio. He is the musical composer of the piece and also contributed
the video editing.

Ashley L. Jones
Ashley was born and raised in Southern California training with Los Angeles’
finest commercial and concert dance educators. A classically trained ballerina,
Ashley rose to become a principal dancer with Ballet Repertory Theatre while
training in tap, jazz, modern, ad Latin dance at LA’s Edge Performing Arts
Center. Currently, Ashley holds a Lecturer of Dance position at CSU
Dominguez Hills and is an MFA candidate at UC Irvine. She received an MA in
dance education from CSU Long Beach as well as a BA from University of
Southern California. Most recently, Ashley was selected as California’s 70th
district honoree for her work in the arts in 2021 and was the UCI Claire Trevor
School of the Arts selection for the Graduate Dean’s Dissertation Fellowship.

Gianpaolo Maiello
Gianpaolo Maiello is an Italian composer, keyboardist and beatmaker. He
earned his degree in Applied Music and Composition at the "Saint Louis
College of Music" and the "Santa Cecilia" Conservatory in Rome. Being
interested in electronic music , he loves to experiment using synthesizers and
creating new sounds through the sampling of sounds present in everyday life.
He wrote music for theatrical performances and produced musical bases and
beats in various musical genres for young emerging artists. He plays
keyboards and writes music in "Lovecats" band.

Kelly McGill
Kelly McGill is an American artist, dancer, and choreographer born and raised
in Upstate New York. Kelly holds a BFA in Dance from Shenandoah
Conservatory in Winchester, Virginia, and is currently pursuing a MFA in
Dance from University of California, Irvine. Kelly works as a Teaching Assistant
and Graduate Student Researcher for the Claire Trevor School of the Arts, in
addition to teaching ballet, modern, and jazz dance at servel dance studios.
She was recently awarded the YOMO Creator Fellowship Offered by Eco
ArtLAb for whom she works as Graduate Student Assistant under the
direction of John Crawford, technical director of Shifting Stages. During her
first year at UCI, Kelly has choreographed for two virtual dance concerts and
was awarded the Medici Circle Scholarship, for the advancement of artistic
projects. As a part of "Shifting Stages", Kelly has worked collaboratively to
create a unique work combining music composition, visual design, cinematic
arts, and dance. For the piece, "Unstable Planes", Kelly is a performer and
choreographer, in addition to editing all of the onscreen dance sequences
and assisting in post production. Kelly is very grateful for the opportunity to
create new work during this challenging time and work together with talented
students from the Conservatorio S.Cecilia Roma.

Simone Mignacca
Was born in Rome on July 27,1998.Simone graduated from the high school of
music of anzio (chris cappel college) and is now studying in the 3rd year of the
electronic music course at the conservatorio di Santa Cecilia in Rome.

Anna Medina
Anna Medina is a Mexican-American dancer, teacher and choreographer that
hopes to inspire and empower her students and audience through her work.
She is currently furthering her education by pursuing a Masters in Fine Arts in
Dance at UC Irvine in California. This has allowed her to choreograph for several
dance concerts. In PLS, Anna contributed as the choreographer and the dancer
inspired by the outstanding musical composition.

Bridget Nagel
Bridget Nagel is a dancer and choreographer currently working on her BFA in
Dance Choreography at the University of California, Irvine. She has had many
opportunities to share her work with her community and is thrilled to be
working on her first international choreographic project. She believes in the
importance of using art to explore the human experience.

Francesco Paradisi
Francesco Paradisi (Rome, 1998). Composer and multi-instrumentalist, he
began his career at a young age studying electric guitar and immediately
showing interest in electronic instrumentation with which he will approach as
a self-taught until the beginning of composition studies at the Conservatory of
Santa Cecilia.Together with a group of artists, he manages a recording and
production studio based in Rome.In this work he has created the first sound
section, which will help the piece reach its maximum climax.

Andrea Roccasalvo
I'm Andrea Roccasalvo, 28 years old. Since I was a kid, I started playing the
piano as a self-taught, then I studied piano at the Arcangelo Corelli
Conservatory in Messina. During my piano studies my passion shifted
towards music composition and technologies, in fact, I graduated in
audiovisual composition and sound design at the Licinio Refice conservatory
in Frosinone in 2020. My need to deepen and understand the audiovisual in
an orchestral key brought me to the Santa Cecilia Conservatory in Rome
where I am now attending the composition course for music applied to
images.

Giulio Romano De Mattia
Giulio Romano De Mattia was born in Rome on March 12, 2000. From a
young age he became interested in the world of music which saw him
involved in the study of the piano from 5 to 12 years. Subsequently his
passion fades into the background but remains latent within himself for
several years until the moment he decides to go back to studying music and
after 2 years of piano, out of high school, he marks himself at the "Santa
Cecilia" conservatory in the course of Electronic Music composition. There he
began to deepen his compositional and design interest by looking into
different programming languages. An interest in visual art and multimedia
art was also born in him, leading him to sign up for the multimedia
composition course. Giulio worked on the song in collaboration with Simone
Mignacca, Kelly McGill and Stella Sing Yun providing the video material of the
different scenes and producing part of the music, from minute 1.40 to
minute 3.05. The piece is structured in 4 parts, each of which tries to
represent a synaesthetic world with agreements of colors, climax and
reiteration of geometric shapes and the juxtaposition of two-dimensional
and three-dimensional geometries. In the musical part, the interest is
focused on the rendering of metallic tones that bring to mind a color
between metal green and copper red. The post-production of the video was
done by Simone Mignacca.

Freya Starks
Freya Starks is a Choreography and Dance Performance BFA with a double
major in Education Sciences at the University of California, Irvine. Freya was an
apprentice in a professional show called, “The Doorway” alongside members
of Core Contemporary Dance, a colleague of The Next Festival of Emerging
Artists, and has worked alongside Kelli Leighton, Amy Berokoff and Francisco
Gella.

Stella Yiun Ng
Ng studies Master’s of Fine Arts in Dance at University of California, Irvine
under full scholarship. She holds a BA in International Business and Dance,
and has received the Port of Long Beach scholarship from CSU Long Beach
several times. She has completed the Royal Academy of Dance of London
(U.K.) syllabus up to Advanced II with high distinctions. Ng was awarded many
first prizes at renowned international ballet competitions and was given a full
scholarship to a ballet school in New York. Ng joined the Anaheim Ballet
Company and Festival Ballet Theatre as an artist during her time in California
where she performed with international ballet stars such as Yuan Yuan Tan,
Maria Kotchekova and many more. She was invited as a guest artist to
perform along with Pacific Symphony at Segerstrom Concert Hall and Bowers
Museum. Ng was also invited as a guest choreographer for Irvine HS. As an
American Ballet Theatre (ABT) certified teacher, her passion is to continue
educating and nurturing future dancers.

Special Thanks to
The Department of Dance
in the Claire Trevor School of the Arts
Sonic Arts Program at University of Rome, Tor Vergata

Thank you to all the talented artists that have
made this performance possible! Please Enjoy,
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